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After the mysterious death of a senator s sister in the country of Megalos, master wizard
Leozanthicus is tasked with solving her heinous murder and retrieving weapons stolen from her
estate. After recruiting loyal companions-including a Dawn Knight and a Mystic Knight-to join him,
the group embarks on a quest to discover the truth behind the chilling attack. But their
investigation only leads to more questions and takes a harrowing turn when they discover that the
Chaos Warriors-an ancient enemy of more than just Megalos-are mounting a large-scale assault. As
Leo closes in on the truth, more and more enemies surface as he uncovers a sinister conspiracy
behind the planned invasion of the Chaos Warriors. Forging ahead with assistance from a race of
star people known as the Quarran, Leo discovers shocking evidence that proves the Chaos Warrior
attack is far more imminent-and far more dangerous-than previously believed. As treachery begets
more treachery, Leo and his allies...
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Reviews
Very useful to any or all group of men and women. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You are going to like just how the blogger
publish this book.
-- K r istia n Na der
It in a single of the most popular publication. Sure, it really is engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. Your life period will be change the
instant you full reading this book.
-- Abel O 'K on Sr .
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